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Brazil is the largest country in Latin America and is the ninth largest economy by nominal GDP in the world and the eighth largest by purchasing power parity. Brazilian health care system is complex and harbors severe inequity issues leading to disparities in access to novel expensive therapeutic agents, especially in the public health system that, despite their scientifically confirmed clinical benefits, are not available to the vast majority of the population.

Keeping the balance between efficacy, cost and ethical availability of state of the art drugs is a main problem in a country that has a long history of inequity and faces one of the worst financial crisis ever. The incorporation of novel therapies must be assessed regarding its positive clinical benefit on the public health care patients and the financial burden that its prescription would impose to the public health budget. This is a multifaceted discussion, and several stakeholders are involved in the process – from health authorities to pharmaceutical companies, researchers, and civil society.¹

At the beginning of our term at the Board of Directors of the Brazilian Society of Clinical Oncology (SBOC/2015-2017), we have tried to find means to assist the Brazilian Public Health System (Sistema Único de Saúde – SUS) to select drugs regarded, according to scientific evidence available, as beneficial therapies that should be accessible to our population. The process started by compiling and comparing all the available therapeutic agents in Brazil, both in public and private practice (the ones licensed by the Brazilian regulatory health agency - ANVISA). We have found 37 indications there were available on private but not on the public health system, and the resulting list was presented to the Federal Council of Medicine and to de Ministry of Health. As the list was extensive, it was very unlikely that the budget of the Ministry of Health would cover all the listed indications and make them available to the population in general. Therefore, we undertook the task of meeting with experts and the Board of Directors of SBOC to choose the drugs that should be submitted to the appreciation of CONITEC (National Commission of Incorporation of New Technologies at SUS), and hopefully, subsequently made available to the public. The first drug brought
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forward was anti-her2 (trastuzumab + pertuzumab) therapy for metastatic Her-2 positive breast cancer. In order to add real life information to the submission file, we have performed a retrospective analysis where we estimated that not offering those drugs to selected patients would represent more than 30,000 years of life lost because of lack of access by the Brazilian population. Subsequently, we performed a cost effectiveness analysis and involved the pharmaceutical company that produces the aforementioned drugs on the process and largely discussed with them the extent of discount could be negotiated by the government to render the technology feasible to be incorporated onto the public practice. Finally, we have submitted our dossier to CONITEC, also involving patient advocacy organizations on the process. Recently, trastuzumab was approved as monotherapy directed to Her2-positive metastatic breast cancer patients for use in the public health system, which encompasses more than 150 million people and should benefit approximately 1,408 women in 2018 if they receive chemotherapy plus trastuzumab. If our original petition was approved, there would be 1,576 women alive in 2018 if they receive the gold standard of chemotherapy plus trastuzumab and pertuzumab.\(^{(2)}\)

Historically, medical Societies in Brazil abstained from getting involved in the process of pressing the government for the incorporation of novel therapies, maintaining a censor position on industry, government and insurance companies, but rarely assuming the protagonist position on those initiatives. On reporting our experience, we would like to stress that ethical cooperation between specialists, government, patients and pharmaceutical industries can lead to improvements in health care access even in a country facing an economic crisis such as Brazil. We are reproducing the same process for two other indications and expect to achieve the same results and, ultimately, to improve patient care and clinical benefits.
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